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Mrs Almitra H Patel  MS MIT, USA, 50, Kothnur, Bagalur Rd  Bangalore 560077
Tel 080-8465365     Tel-Fax 080-8465195     almitrapatel@rediffmail.com
Member, Supreme Court Committee for Solid Waste Mgt for Class 1 Cities
Advisor, Solid Waste Mgt, Clean Jharkhand Project, Ganga ICDP Kanpur,  INTACH Waste Network 

26.9.2003
The Hon. Chief  Minister of Pondicherry
CMO, Legislative Assembly Bldg
Pondicherry

CC:  Dr Padmanabhan, IAS,
Chief Secretary, Govt of Pondicherry

Dear Mr Rangaswamy

SUGGESTIONS FOR SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT IN PONDY

Greetings.  I write to congratulate your State on its visionary decision to start composting of city wastes and to back the effort fully with subsidies to move the nutrients back to Pondy soils.  I also congratulaqte PASIC on its very innovative improvements like mobile rotary screens and double-screens for improved efficiency.  However it is very sad that they are forced to turn away trucks of city waste for various reasons.  Below are some suggestions that may help:

1,  SPACE is the single biggest constraint for PASIC’s composting.  Not just for their compost yard, which requires a minimum of 25 acres for 250 tons/day of city waste, but also for disposal of the hugely voluminous hills of plastic which plague compost plants countrywide.  So to begin with, PASIC needs to be very urgently put in possession and use of adequate composting space which can last for 20-25 years at least.

2,  Immediate relief can be given by allowing use of additional degraded land within the KVK campus while the major site yard preparation is completed.

3,  It is unnecessary and inexcusable that the daily waste currently being random-dumped within the PWD campus is allowed to burn and smoke, while just beside the heaps there is an unlimited supply of waste-water available for quenching such fires, in treatment lagoons which are actually overflowing into adjoining orchards and may kill the trees by water-logging. Only an OK from PWD is needed for PASIC to take care of this problem.

4,  Incidentally, it appears that these lagoons are not functioning as designed, since the water in the ponds is quite smelly even at the end.  For this, EM treatment has proved excellent at the STP of the Ramakrishna Mission’s Narendrapur campus in West Bengal.  They are now using their last pond for fish-rearing, an activity which more than pays for the EM treatment.  Since Auroville next door has a lot of experience with EM use, their Dr Lucas Dengel can be urgently invited to try and improve the PWD treatment pond working, at nominal cost to your Government.

5,  The main item consuming space at PASIC compost-sites is the mountains of rejects, mainly plastic bags.  Though these are everywhere about 6-7% by weight of total waste, they are always over 50% by volume.  Fortunately, solutions are available for both future waste and for past rejects-piles.

6,  The Pondy Municipality can start an awareness drive to inform city residents that from say 1st January, or Pongal 2004, the city rules will be changed so that ONLY “WET” WASTE (kitchen and food wastes and biodegradables) will be collected at their doorstep for composting.  White Town is already a working model for this. It is also most important that no road dust, drain silt or small piles of debris should ever be transported with this “wet” biodegradable waste meant for composting.

7,  Before the starting date, the kabadiwalas (gujli shops of waste-traders) all over the city can be mapped and mobilized to commence ward-wise or street-wise WEEKLY collection of “dry” wastes as is done by say SEWA in Ahmedabad or SNDT in Pune.  This will be problem-prevention as plastic will be diverted at source.  It will also slash both composting space requirements and costs by maybe 25-30%, enabling slow annual reduction of subsidies from say 75% to 70-65-60%, as user farmers by now have 5 years’ experience of the benefits of city-compost use.  The funds thus saved can be invested for full compliance with the MSW Rules to benefit still more farmers.

7,  For the plastic thus collected, the ideal solution is to shred it and put it into asphalt roads for greatly improved road quality.  In Bangalore, the intensively-studied KK Process has resulted in 32 km of waste-polymer-modified bitumen roads being laid, with great success.  You may wish to inspect these yourself along with your PWD officials and engineers, as all that is required is a change in PWD specifications to either allow or insist on this addition in their tender specifications.
It involves shredding carrybags etc to crushed-cornflake-size pieces and blowing them into a hot-mix plant with a special KK attachment for very uniform distribution within the tar mix.  Recommended additions are 8% by weight of bitumen used.

8,  Even after this, there will be some unusables in the compost rejects.  As per MSW Rules, these need to be scientifically land-filled in a plastic geomembrane-lined and/or clay-lined engineered landfill.  India’s first is completed at Pune and deserves a visit by PASIC or the PWD, whoever will be entrusted with its construction in Pondy.  It has been designed and supervised by landfill expert Mr Arun Purandare of Pune (98220-27594,  ecodesigns@vsnl.net).   

9,  Finally, investment in further fine-tuning of the PASIC model of compost plant will be worthwhile, as it is a very economical and cost-effective model which should find a ready market in many smaller towns. I look forward to the day when a “Pondy plant” will be the industry standard!

Always with pleasure at your service and with best wishes,
Sincerely,

Mrs Almitra H Patel

